Level 3 | Grades 4-5, Ages 10-11

L3L36: Solomon’s Prosperous Reign
1 Kings 4-7
During the reign of Solomon the kingdom of Israel had peace, productivity, and prosperity
during the reign of Solomon. It was said that gold was so abundant, silver was considered
practically worthless. Solomon’s friends respected him and his enemies feared him. God had
given Solomon the responsibility to build the temple, a task which Solomon took very seriously.
It became clear that God was blessing him and the nation of Israel. Solomon’s fame began to
spread far and wide, and many important people including kings and queens came to see for
themselves. They could hardly believe what their eyes had seen. The nation of Israel under King
Solomon came to surpass all the kingdoms of the earth in wisdom and riches. Yet, who was
really responsible for the prosperity and blessings that the kingdom of Israel enjoyed?
Discuss:










Marriage was often used to establish
peace between countries. King Solomon
married the daughter of the king of Egypt
which achieved this purpose.
Israel had trade agreements with the
surrounding nations. Why do you think this
would be helpful in having a peaceful
kingdom? Though these types of
agreements can be helpful, who do we
look to as the true source of peace?
Solomon’s wealth and wisdom attracted
many people; one of the more famous was
Richard Gunther (www.lambsongs.co.nz) |
the Queen of Sheba. What was her
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assessment of the facts when she visited
Solomon?
The temple that Solomon built was magnificent! His father David had prepared much of the
materials for its construction including gold, silver, precious stones, marble, and wood (1
Chronicles 29:1–5). It took seven years to build, but when it was finished it was very beautiful.
What do you think it would have been like to visit Jerusalem after the temple has just been
completed?
Solomon worked hard, and God blessed his efforts (Ecclesiastes 2:4–9). God often blesses us by
blessing the efforts we put forth. Hard work is a principle that applies to us (Proverbs 10:4).

Memory Challenge:
1 Kings 4:29
And God gave Solomon wisdom and exceedingly great understanding, and largeness of heart
like the sand on the seashore.
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